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THREAD ; ODEBRECHT & CHINA 
 
1/ Revelations of China's worldwide influence op's using
PRC bodies like United Front & Chinese businesses, the
Odebrecht scandal requires another look. Hidden lede :
bribery via Chinese shadow banker known as the
Dragon...  
 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-06-08/no-
one-has-ever-made-a-corruption-machine-like-this-one

2/ As noted by news outlets like @MiamiHerald , Chinese nationals & entities seem

to be showing up frequently in the Odebrecht corruption scandal. The tentacles of

Odebrecht & China reach far. The operations in Africa are particularly interesting.

Hello Israeli Lev Leviev... :)
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3/ Israeli Real Estate billionaire Lev Leviev's huge & complex diamond mining deal in

Angola in south west Africa involves a partnership between China's state owned oil

company Sonangol & Brazil's Odebrecht. Diamonds & oil huh ? Seems like a weird fit.

Hows that Real Estate Lev?
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4/ Brazil's state owned oil company Petrobras, which has also been implicated in the

Odebrecht scandal, got into bed with China Development Bank signing a strategic

partnership deal. China Development Bank is the same bank Paul Manafort was

representing back in 2017. Ding Ding
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5/ Odebrecht was indicted by the US DoJ for a massive bribery schemes network that

stretched over 12 countries, including China. Soon after the indictments, PRC state

owned Sinohydro sought to buy Odebrecht's share in Colombian project. Sinohydro

has a history in South America
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6/ Former Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa took out billions in loans from China,

including to fund a huge dam that Sinohydro built. Ecuador's Vice President, Jorge

Glas, was convicted of taking bribes from Odebrecht during this period as companies

sought to secure contracts
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7/ As the corruption scandal continued to overwhelm Odebrecht, with weekly

revelations, Chinese state owned enterprises swooped in to buy up, high value,

strategic Odebrecht assets, across South America. In this case a hydro-electric dam in

Peru was secured. All good for China
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8/ In a strange twist, in Dec 2016, Brookfield, the same company who in partnership

with Qatar bailed out Kusher's 666 Building, found itself the sole bidder alongside

China National Petroleum Corp in buying Odebrecht's stake in a Peruvian gas

pipeline. Cute timing
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9/ An extensive investigation by the @MiamiHerald has shown how Odebrecht's

executives used South Florida as a base of operations with money flowing through

SoFlo real estate , LLC's , offshore shell companies. It all sounds too familiar with

similar criminality in South Florida
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